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Introduction
Fil m t h e o ry, cin e ma, the b o d y and
th e s e n s e s

Film theory is almost as old as the medium itself. The cinema developed at the
end of the nineteenth century rom advances n photography, mechanics, opics
and the scienic produion of serialized images (chronophotography), but also
has its roots in centuries of popular entetainment, ranging rom magic lanten
shows and phantasmagorias, to large-scale panoramas, dioramas and opical
toys. From the very benng, inventors, manufacturers, artists, intellectuals,
educators and scienists asked themselves quesions about the essence of cinema:
was it movement or was it interval, was it image or was it wriing, was it cap
turing place or was it storing ime? Besides its relationship to other forms of
visualizaion and representaion, the quesion was: was it science or was it art?
And, if he latter, did it elevate and educate, or disract and corrupt? Discus
sions centered not just on the speciicity of cinema, but also on its ontological,
epistemological nd anthropological relevance, and here the answers ranged
rom derogatory ("the inema - an invenion without a uture": Antoine
Lumiere) to skepical ("the ingdom of shadows": Maxim Gorki) or triumphal
("the Esperanto of the eye": D.W. Grifith). The irst attempts to engage with
ilm as a new medim took place in the early twenieth ceury, and two repre
sentaives whose work n lay claim to the itle of "the irst ilm theory" are
Vachel Lindsay and Hugo Minsterberg. Film theory reached n initial peak in
the 1920s, but it did not become insituionalized (e.g. ind a home as part of
the university curriculum) in the English-speaing world and in France unil
ater World War II, and on a broader scale not unil the 1970s. Other counries
followed suit, but the debt to France and he head start of English language
theorizaion has been a considerable advntage, ensuring that Anglo-American
ilm theory - often showing strong "Connentl" (i.e. French) inluences - has
been donant since he 1970s. It is to is ransnational community of ideas
that the present volume addresses itself and seeks to contribute.
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This already implies a irst possibility of conceiving a new introducion to
ilm heory for the twenty-irst cenury, namely taking geographic provenance
as the primary cue. One could disnguish, for instance, a French line of hought
linking Jean Epstein, Andre Bazin and Gilles Deleuze, rom a succession of
English-speang approaches, extending rom Hugo Mnsterberg to Noel
Carroll. Iitially, German-language ilm theory played a siniicnt role, as the
names of Bela Balazs, Rudolf Aheim, Siegried Kracauer, Walter Benjamin
and Bertolt Brecht indicate, yet ater National-Socialism and World War II, it
lost its pre-eminent position in tis intenational debate. The same could be said
of Russian-language theory before and ater Stalinism. Thus, the severity of
certain istorical breaks and poliical rupures highlights two of the problems
for a history of ilm heory based on geography and language. Moreover, a clas
siication follOWing national criteria would not only marginalize important posi
ions elsewhere (Italy, the Czech Republic, Lain America and Japan, to mention
just a few) and jettison the contribuion of translaion and migraion, but it
would also impose an extenal (national) coherence hat hardly ever corres
ponds to the iner logiC of theoreical positions, which are more oten thn not
intenational in scope nd universalist in ntenion.
On the other hnd, geographic provenance n clariy the iscursive logic of
insituions, their strategies, their aciviies and publicaions: ilm heory often
developed in close proximity to jonals suh as Cahiers du Cinema and Screen,
establisments such as the Cinemaheque rn9aise, he Briish Film Insitute and
the Museum of Moden Art, as well as in niversiy deparments and even rond
festivals and exhibiions. From is perspecive, the ranslations, appropriaions
and transfers of ilm theoreical paradigms especially since he 1960s, such as
semioic, psychonalyic or phenomenological ilm heory, would be subordi
nate to locaion, with so-called "creaive clusters" determined by extenal factors,
not by the intenal dynamics of heory itself. Ciies clearly play an impotant role
n the formaion of theory: Berlin in the 1920s and erly 1930s, Paris in the
1950s and 1960s, London in he 1970s, but there is also Birminghm, UK, and
Melbone, Ausraia (for Film and Culral Sudies), and New York (for heo
ries of avant-grde ilm and of erly cinema). Universiies not associated with
major ciies and still favorable to ilm theory in their ime were he University of
Iowa in the 1970s, he so-called "New Universities" in Britan in he 1980s, he
University of Maison in Wisconsin since the 1980s (for neoformalism) and he
University of Chicago n he 1990s (for heoreically informed ilm istory).
Oten it is a combinaion of personal and insiuional factors, but also intellec
ual fashions and rends hat determine why or when a pariclar locaion is able
to play the role of a "cluster"-site, successully propagaing certain heories, not
least thaks to sending inluenial students into he acadeic world, hosing
important conferences or by producing seminal publicaions.!
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By fr he most common way of building a classiication system of heoreical
approaches to the cnema has been to take the luenial distncion between
formalist and realist ilm theories as a starng point.2 Whereas formalist theo
ries look at ilm in terms of consrucion and composiion, realist heories
emphasize ilm's ability to ofer a hitherto unattainable view onto (non
mediated) reality. In oher words, "formalists" focus on cinema's articiality,
whereas "realists" call attenion to the (semi-)ransparency of he ilmic medium,
wich ostensibly ns us into direct winesses. According to this classiication,
Sergej Eisenstein, Rudolf heim, the Russin Formalists and the American
Neo-Formalists all advocate cinema's artiicial consrucion (no matter whether
they grond tis construction in classical aesheics, politics or cognitivism),
whereas the opposite side would rally arond Bela Balazs, Siegried Kracauer
and Andre Bazin nder the banner of n "ontological" realism. The names
already suggest that the debate is intenational and that it can be raced back at
least to the 1920s, when quesions about the speciicity and nature of ilm as a
medium, as well as about cinema's legiimacy as an art-form, were high on the
agenda of a ilm and media avant-garde committed equally to theory and prac
tice. Oher distinctions, also organized n binary pairs, have been tried, such as
normaive versus descriptive, or critical versus airmaive.
Another, quite common approach sees ilm heory

s

a ield of nowledge,

wich does not evolve its own object of study, but constantly adons itself with
borrowed plumes, and seems to owe its success to a kind of methodological
opportunism, as well as to its mercurial adaptive abilities to new ntellectual
trends. Such n approach emphasizes the contextual embeddedness of ilm
heory in larger developments pertainng to art istory, literry heory,

iS

tics, to Cultural Studies and the social sciences, but it also higlights the rans
disciplinary tendencies, which have characterized the umanities in general at
least since the 1980s. From tis perspecive, synchronic or diachronic schools
of hought carry names like feminist (ilm) theory, (ilm) semioics or cognitiv
ist (ilm) theory. 3 As a urher variation on is classiicaion, one could subsume
such theoreical pOSiions under sill-larger subject headings, in wich case it
makes sense, for instance, to separate psychological approaches rom sociolOgi
cal ones, and contextual-antropological ones rom close textual or iconologi
cal ones.
More recent attempts to systemaize ilm theories renounce these often
polemical or nomaive classiicaions. Instead, they advocate a relay among
successive individual standpoints.4 As a result, ilm theory seems to advance
teleologically towrd perfecion by virtue of the fact hat each new theory
improves upon he preceding one. At its worst, a revolving-door efect sets in,
whereby one approach qickly follows another, without any of hese schools or
rends being put into perspective with regard to some shared or overarcing
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quesion. In he former case, he individual perspecives exist only relaive to
one another, or primarily relaive to some imaginary vanisng point, whereas
n he latter case they exist more or less independently of, in parallel with or as
swing-of-he-pendulum altenaives to one anoher. n order to sidestep both
these problems, we have decided to orgnize our trajectory diferently and
instead of identifyng schools nd movemnts, we try to articulate lm theory
around a leading quesion. This allows us to bypass he simplisic lising of ure
lated approaches, but also to avoid the evoluionary model, which projects n
impicit goal according to a logic that is necessarily retrospecive and thus must
remain provisional. By proposing an explicit ramework, we not only engage
nd challenge he existing theoretical posiions, but also expect to take a stand
ourselves iin he ield of scholrly debate, wile acknowleding the histor
ical situatedness of our own central question.

1.1

hat is the relationship between the cinema, percep tion and the human body?

Film

theories, classical or contemporary, canonical or avant-garde, normative or
transgressive, have all addressed is issue, implicitly ramng it or explicitly
re-focusing it. n

Film Theoy: an Introduction to the Body and the Senses we opt for

making is our key concen: it provides the guiding concept to our historical
systemaic survey and it gives the chapters their coherence.
Each ype of cinema (as well as every ilm heory) imagines n ideal specta
tor, which means it postulates a certain relaion between the (body of he) spec
tator and the (properies of the) image on the screen, however much at irst
sight the highlighted terms re "understanding" and "making sense", "interpreta
ion" and "comprehension". What is called classical narraive inema, for
instance, can be deined by the way a given ilm engages, addresses and envelops
he spectatorial body. Films furthermore presuppose a cinemaic space that is
boh physical and discursive, one where ilm and specator, cinema nd body
encounter one another. This includes the architecural arrangement of he spec
tatorial space (he auditorium with its racked seaing), a temporal ordering of
performnces (separate sessions or coninuous aission) and a speciic social
raming of he visit to the movie-theater (a ight out with riends, or a solitary
self-indulgence), the sensory envelope of sound and other perceptual stimuli, as
well as the imaginary construcion of ilmic space through mise-en-scene, montage
and naraion. Likewise, bodies, settings and objects within the ilm communic
ate with each other (and with the spectator) through size, texure, shape,
denSity and surface appeal, as much as they play on scale, distance, proximity,
color or oher primarily opical markers. But here are additional ways the body
engages with the ilm event, besides the senses of vision, tacility and sound:
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philosophical issues of percepion and temporaity, of agency nd consciousness
are also central to the cinema, as they are to the spectator. One of the chal
lenges of our task was to tease out rom formalist and realist theories heir
respective concepions of cinema's relaion to the body, wheher formulated
normaively (as, for exmple, in he approaches of boh Sergej Eisenstein and
Andre Bazin, however opposed hey might be in other respects) or desriptively
(more typical, at least in rhetorical strategy, of phenomenolOgical and oher
contemporary heories).
This leitmotf of body and senses also communicates producively with the
by-now widely used periodizaion of ilm history into erly, classical and post
classical cinema, espeially where hese distinctions re based on he transfor
mations of the cinema in its interrelaion of (real) recepion space and (imaginary)
media space, from the ixed geometrical arrangement of projector, screen and
spectator, to he more luid and informal viewing condiions in ront of the
television screen or he laptop monitor, and extendig to he mobile screens on
hand-held devices, which explicitly invite new modes of bodily engagement in
their hand-eye coordinaion.
This is why or model also ries to re-ariculate in a heoreically pernent
manner the spaio-temporal relaions between the bodies and objects depicted
in a ilm, and between ilm and spetator. Crucial n his respect is the dynamicS
connecing he iegeic and the non- and exra-diegeic levels of the "world" of
he ilm and how they intersect with the "world' of the spetator. The concept
of diegesis (derived rom the Greek "diegesis", meaning narrion, report or
argument, as opposed to "mimesis", meaning imitaion, representaion) was
Originally used in narraive theory to disinguish between the pariculr ime
space coninuum created by narraion and eveng outside it. For instance,
jazz music in a nightclub scene is diegeic, when the ilm includes shots of the
musician or bnd, whereas he background strings herd but not seen in a roman
ic tete-.-tete, are usually non-diegetic (i.e. referrng to elements made mean
ingul within he ilm but located outside its story world). Whenever he camera
independently closes in on an object crng considerable narraive weight (for
instance the revelaion at the end of CmZEN KANE hat "Rosebud" is a sled), one
speaks of a non-diegeic cmera movement, even though the object itself is
diegeic. Given that today's ilms tend to crry wih hem also extra-diegetic
materials, such as DVD bonuses nd commentary, and hat spectators watcing
ilms "on the go" increasingly inhabit two worlds (the cinematic universe, he
diegesis, and heir own physical environment nd mbient space), suspending
one in favor of the other, or shuttling between hem, a new deiniion of the
concept of diegesis will play n importnt part in our overall rgument. 5
The different forms hat his relaion takes between cinema, ilm, sensory
percepion, physical environment and he body might be pictured as a series of
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metaphors, or paired concepts, wich n be mapped on he body: its surfaces,
senses and percepive modalities, its tacile, affecive nd sensory-motor facul
ies. Yet he semanic ields hus staked out also take into account physical,
epistemological and even ontological foundaions of the cinema itself, empha
sizing its speciic properties and key elements. We have chosen seven disinct
pairs hat describe an arc rom "outside" to "inside", and at the same ime, hey
retrace fairly comprehensively he most important stages of ilm heory roughly
from 1945 to the present, rom neo-realist and modernist theories to psycho
analytic, "apparatus", phenomenological and cognitivist theories. Using he
seven coniguraions as levels of pertnence as well as entry-points for close
nalysis, we noted hat earlier ilm heories, such as those rom the "classical"
period during he 1920s and 1930s, also respond to such a re-organizaion, sug
gesting hat our outline - however schemaic or provisional at this stage n
eventually lead to a more nuanced nd thorough re-classiicaion of he cinema's
mny contat points with he human senses and he body of he spectator.
Wile relevant to ilm heory as hiherto understood, our conceptual meta
phors neiher amend previous heoreical models nor do hey form a succession
of independent or autonomous units: despite covering core arguments rom
very disparate and seemingly incompatible heories, he chapters - on window/
frame, door/screen, mirror/face, eye/gaze, skin/touch, ear/space and brain/
mind - noneheless ightly interlace with eah other. We are not proposing a
Hegelian snheSiS, but neither do we stand outside the fray - this would be, in
a nutshell, our methodological premise on he issue of he historicity of heory
itself. A new approach (implicitly or explicitly) tackles questions wich a pre
ceding heory may have brought to light but which it could not explain in a
satisfactory manner. But, by he sme token, each new theory creates its own
questions, meaning hat it n ind itself once more conrontng the same issues,
whih a previous heory had counted as resolved. For instance, one explnaion
for the surprisng revival since he mid-1990s of Andre Bazin's heories, ater
one hought is heory of realism had been laid to rest n the 1970s (when
realism was widely seen as an ideological characteristic of bourgeois art) is he
fact hat he transition rom nalog to digital media agan raises, albeit in a new
form, Bazn's central question conceng the "ontology of he photographic
image".6 The revival of Bazn (but also hat of Kracauer, Epstein, Balazs and
Aheim) proves hat the history of ilm heory is not a teleological story of
progress to ever-more comprehensive or elegantly reductive models. Generally
speaking, a heory is never istorically stable, but takes on new meanngs in dif
ferent contexts. If, as already indicated, ilm theory is almost as old as the
cinema, it not only extends into the uture, but also the past, as winessed by
the renewed nterest n seventeenh- nd eighteenth-century scientic treaises
on the heory of motion in images. Similarly, the new dialog between he hard
-
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sciences and the humanities around cogniivism has given Hugo Mnsterberg's
The Photoplay: a PycholoBical Study (1916) a new topicality as "predecessor",
which suggests hat the history of ilm theory extends into the uture, which is
to say, it is liable to change, because every new present tends to rewrite its own
history.
To ren to our central quesion: the individual chapters not only stand in a
paricular relaion to the history of ilm heory, but also to he foms of cinema
prevalent in a given period, since he evolution of heory and the changes in
ilm-making and cinema-going are mutually inluencing factors. Besides a is
torical-analytical overview of many important theoretical posiions (from Andre
Bazin nd David Bordwell, to Gilles Deleuze and Laura Mulvey), our project
also involves the benngs of a re-classiicaion of i lm histoy (around pre
cinema and early cinema, but also rom he 1940s to the present), based on the
premise that the spectator's body in relation to the moving image constiutes a
key historical variable, whose siicance has been overlooked, mainly because
ilm heory and cinema history are usually kept aprt. Consequently, more is at
stake than presenting ilm theory rom an objecive perspecive, treaing it as a
closed universe of discourse that belongs to history. Rather, we want to probe
the usefulness of the various theoretical projects of the past for contemporary
ilm and media theory, in the hope of re-conceptualizing heory and thus of
fasiOning, f not a new heory, then a new understanding of previous theories'
possible lOgiCS.
But such a istory is in any case not at he foreront of our study, because
diacronic overviews have never been in short supply. What we aim for is a
comprehensive and systematic introducion, nderpinned and guided by a spe
ciic perspecive opened up when raising a diferent set of quesions about old
problems. Our mission - to condense a hundred years of history wih thousands
of pages of theory - necessrily involves losses, biases nd omissions, but on he
whole we hope to acieve an efect similar to that of a concentrate: the volume
decreases, the liqid thickens, but important lavors and the ingredients linger.
The disinctiveness, sometimes to he point of incompaibiliy, among heories
should not disappear or be disavowed.
Each chapter also opens with a pradigmatic scene rom a ilm, capuring in
a nutshell a central premise, ighlighing one of he levels, and introducng he
main proponents (shools, concepts and theorists). he ilms selected combine
well-nown classics of the cinema, such as REAR WINDOW (1954, Alred Hitch
cock) and THE SEARCHERS (1956, John Ford) with more recent itles, such as
CRASH (2004, Paul Haggis) and ETERNAL SUNSHINE OFTHE SPOTLESS MIND (2004,
Michel Gondry). The period of the ilms we draw on does not necessarily coin
cide wih he date of the respecive heories, for although our seven-ier model
develops roughly along cronological lines, it does not purport to trace an exact
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one-to-one it between h e istory o f cinema and ilm theory. Therefore, the
emblemaic ilm scenes should not be nderstood as "examples" or "illustra
ions", but rather as an opportunity to thk with a given ilm (not just about it),
as Gilles Deleuze has so emphaically proposed and attempted to do in is
cinema books.7 Moreover, in every chapter we ren ime and again to speciic
examples, which do not serve as evidence for independently eisng heories,
but rather want to ofer food for thought and n opportunity to re-acquaint
oneself with ilms and theories. We hope that readers will feel inspired to bring
their own ilm-culture and cinema-experience to bear on this theoreical now
ledge, not in the sense of "applying" one to the other, but raher as an act of
inference or even interference: a meditaion on the ways cinema builds on
theory, nd theory builds on cinema. Many contemporary ilms, rom block
busters to art-house fare nd avant-grde statements, seem to be acquainted
with advanced scholarly posiions and wnt to be taken seriously also on a heo
reical level, sharing a certain knoingness with the spectator as part of their
special relexivity.

III

n concluding tis introducion, a brief overview of the seven following chap

ters cn hopefully clarify or mehodological aims and assumptions. The irst
chapter is dedicated to "window and rame", and it deals with the rming of the

ilmic image as its essenial element. Various approaches, such as nre Bazin's
theory of ilmic realism or David Bordwell's examinaion of staging in depth,

have promoted the concept of the cinemaic image as ofering a privileged
outlook onto and insight into a diegeically coherent, but seprate, universe. By
contrast, other authors, such as Rudolf Aheim and Sergej Eisenstein, have
emphasized he principles of consucion goveng the image's composition
wiin the rame-as-rame. We argue that these two posiions, often opposed as
realist and formalist, resemble eah other more than is generally assumed. n

both cases, percepion is reated as almost completely dis-embodied because of
its reducion to visual percepion.8 This is where Chapter 2 picks up by fous
ing, under the heaing of "door and screen", on posiions hat seek to describe
the ransiion rom the spectator's world to he world of he m. n his chapter

we concenrate both on physical enry into he cinema nd imaginary enry into
the ilm, exng the approaches put forward by nrraive theory, i.e. nar
ratology, when dealing with the quesion of spectators' involvement n the
processes of ilmic narraion, such as focalizaion, idenicaion, engagement
and immersion. Tis ield of research comprises formalist theories, as well as
(post-)sructuralist posiions, but also models, which interpret the relaionship
between spectator and ilm in dialogic terms, such as those drawing on il
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Bakhin. Underlying this interpretaion is he idea of he spectator as a being
who enters an unfamiiar/familiar world and hereby is "aienated" rom is/her
own world (in he sense of he

ostranie that Russian Formalists use),

in order to

better, or wiser, ren to it.9
The hird chapter stands under he motto of "mirror and face", and explores
he relecive and relexive potenial of cinema. On the one hand, this allows us
to k about self-refereniality as exempliied by the modeizing movements

in European cinema rom the 1950s through he 1970s (he so-called "New
Waves"). On he oher hand, he mirror has come to occupy a central position

in psychoanalyic ilm heory, according to which looking into he mirror
implies not just conronting oneself, but also ng is gaze outward, i.e.
transforming it into the gaze of he Oher. Cinema's fascination with the

pelganger

Dop

motif - stories of doubles and idenity-switches, linking German

Expressionist ilms from he 1920s wih Japanese ghost stories of the 1970s and
Souh Korean horror ilms rom he 1990s - is as important in this context as

quesions of ideniicaion and relexivity. n often discussed, highly ambivalent
yet noneheless heoretically sill under-explained topic is the efect of mimesis

and doubling between ilm and spectator. We ask if it is founded on similar
mechanisms of conusion between Self and Oher as are being discussed in he
recent neurobiological iterature on mirror-neurons in he human brain. We
also review in this chapter those heoretical approaches hat focus on he central
role of he close-up and he human face, each being a version of he other, while
every face-to-face is, of course, also a moment of mirroring.
The look into he mirror already implies a certain spatial arrangement, on
which the cinematographic gaze might be said to have been modeled. This is
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4, dedicated to he "eye and look", refer
ring chiely to a series of posiions developed in ilm heory during he 1970s.
On the one hand, hese were strongly inluenced by Jacques Lacan's post
structuralist re-formulation of Freudian psychoanalysis and, on he other hand,
hey drew on Michel Foucault's heory of he panopticon as a model for social
relaions based on vision and conrol. Particularly feminist theory has worked
wih gendered, a-symmetrical schemata of look and gaze (as they are sructur
ing and sructured in a ilm, circulaing between he camera and he characters,
as well as between spectator and ilm). Tis school of ng implies that a
certain distance is maintained between spectator and ilm, which maifests itself
in the ield of vision as a form of pathology ("voyeurism", "feishism") and mis
taken percepion ("miscogniion", "disavowal").
The situaion of distance is almost he opposite in the approaches discussed
in Chapter 5 under he heading of "skin and touch" which - premised on prox
imity - could be seen as a reacion or backlash against he "scopic regime" of
previous heories. There have always been attempts to conceptualize he cinema
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as an encounter of sorts, as a contact space with Otheness, or as an occasion to
bring faraway places closer and render them physically present. These corres
pond with theories based on the assumpion that skin is an organ of and touch a
means of percepion, rom which follows the understanding of cinema as a
tacile experience, or conversely, one that grants the eye "haptic" faculties,
besides the more common "optic" dimension. This simultaneously inter
personal, trans-culural nd - in its philosophical assumpions - phenomeno
lOgical school coresponds to a fascnation with the human body, its surfaces and
luids, its soness and vulnerability, but also its uncion as carapace or protec
tive shield.
Such a focus on material nuance, texture and touch leads directly to the
approaches presented in Chapter 6, wich, under the title "ear and sound", also
emphasize the importance of the body to perception and to three-dimensional
orientation, her undermining the previous theories' almost exclusive con
centration on visual perception, whether two-dimensional or three-dimensional.
From skin and contact we hus n our attention to the er as an interface
between ilm and spectator, an organ that creates its own sonorous perceptual
envelope, but also regulates the way that the human body locates itself in space.
For, unlike previous understandings of he spectator as someone deined by
ocular veriicaion and cognitive data processing, these newer approaches draw
attenion to factors such as the sense of balance or equilibrium, organized not
arond the rme, but arond duration, locaion, interval and inter-action. The
spectator is no longer passively receivng optical informaion, but exists as a
bodily being, enmeshed acousically, senso-motorically, somaically and afec
tively in he ilm's visual texture and soundscape. TechnolOgical developments
such as the advances in audio engineering since the 1970s (the vrious Dolby
fonlats) relate directly to theoreical advances in psychoanalysis, aestheics and
sound studies.
Finally, the seventh conceptual pair can best be typiied with Gilles Deleuze's
moto "the brain is the screen". One the one hand, ilm inscribes itself in the
spectator's innermost being, stimulaing synapses and afecing brin uncions.
The movng image and sond modulate neuronal pathways and afect nerves,
they incite bodily reacions and involuntry responses, as if it was the ilm hat
,
"directs" the body and mind, creating an entity ("mind' ) that produces he ilm
at the same time as it is produced by it (''body''). Such ideas of a fusion between
the pre-existence of a cinema nng in the mind, and mental worlds mor
phing into or taking shape as observable material realities, underlie numerous
ilms rom the past 15 years, where the diegesis - the spatio-temporal "world"
of a ilm - ns out to be a igment of he protagonist's imagnation, no longer
obeys the laws of nature, or is explicitly created so as to deceive or mislead he
spectator. Cognitive narratoloists ind here a conirmaion of heir theses, and
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ilms like THE SIXTH SENSE, FIGHT CLUB, ETERNAL SUNSHINE OF THE SPOTLESS
MIND have elicited lively discussions around "complex storytellng" and "forking

pah narratives". Deleuze, on the other hand, would regard such narratological
analyses as beside the point, since for him there is no "mind" that sits in he brain
and is "n control" of input and output, so that the problems these ilms pose to
he spectator, are situated diferently. The chapter on "mind and bran" addresses
radical versions of construcivism and epistemic skepicism, giving the word to
Deleuze, but also asking how cognitivists have responded to the challenges
implied by mind-game and me-warp ilms, in order to nderstand such ten
dencies n contemporary ilm-making not just SOciolOgically, as competing in
the marketplace wih video-games and computer simulaions, but also episte
molOgically as philosophical puzzles.
The idea of the body as sensory envelope, as perceptual membrane and material
mental interface, in relaion to he cinemaic image and to audio-visual percep
tion, is hus more an a herisic deice nd an aesthetic metaphor: it is he
ontolOgical, epistemological and phenomenological "ground" for he respecive
heories of ilm and nema today. is process of exng the different m
theories in light of their philosophical assumpions, d evaluang boh across the
touchstone of he body and he senses, inds her support in he (non
teleological) proress hat our concepual metaphors hrt, rom he "outside" of
window and door, to he "inside" of mind and bran. We could also call it a double
movement: rom he disembodied but observing eye, to the privileged but impli
cated gaze (and ear); rom the presence of the image as seen, felt and touched, to
sense organs that become acive paricipants in he formaion of ilmic realiy;
rom he sensory perceptual srface of ilm that requires the nerolOgical bran,
to the unconscious hat registers deep ambivalences n he logiC of he nrraive,
where raional choice or raional agency theories see merely an altenang suc
cession of acion and reacion. At he limit, ilm and spectator re like parasite and
host, each occuping he oher and being in n occupied, to he point where
here is only one realiy hat unfolds as it enfolds, nd vice versa.
The focus on he body, perception and the senses thus not only cuts across
formalist and realist heories, or tries to close the gap beween theories of
auhorship and reception. Cauiously formulated in our concluding chapter is
he hope hat it can also bridge the divide between photorapic and post-ilmic
cinema, not by denying he dierences, but by re-afing both he persistence
of he cnema experience and reminding ourselves of he someimes surprising
and unexpected, but welcome complementarity among the seemingly contend
ing theoretical approaches across he cinema's·irst lOO-year history.
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Commensrate with he importance that the moving image and recorded
sound have atained in he twenty-irst century, there is, nally, another possible
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consequence of concenrating on the body and he senses: the cinema seems
poised to leave beind its ncion as a "medium" (for the representaion of
reality) in order to become a "life form" (and thus a reality in its on right).

Or initial preise of asing ilm theory to tell us how ilm and cinema relate
to he body and he senses hus may well lead to another quesion (whih we
shall not answer here), namely whether - when puting he body and he senses
at the centre of ilm heory - the cinema is not proposing to us, besides a new
way of knowing the world, also a new way of "beng in the world", and thus
demanding rom ilm theory, next to a new epistemology also a new ontology.
This, one could argue, is quite an achievement, when one considers how ilm
heory might be said to have "started" in the seventeenh century as a tecical
descripion of movement in/ of images, nd now - provisionally

ends as a

form of ilm philosophy nd in his respect as a general theory of movement: of
bodies, of afect, of the mind nd he senses.

Chapter I

Cinema as window and frame

A man, immobilized in a wheelchair, observes, as a way to pass the ime and
entertain himself, hrough a rectangular rame the human dramas that unfold
before his eyes. He is capable of altenaing his visual ield between a wide pano
rama and a closer view for detail. His position is elevated and privileged, while
the events seem to unfold independently of his gaze, yet without making him
feel excluded. This is one way to smmrize the basic tenets of Alred Hitch
cock's REAR WINDOW (US, 1954), which has become an exemplary case study
in ilm theory precisely because the ilm's point of departure is often held to
iguraively re-enact the speciic viewing situaion of classical cinema: I Having
suffered an accident, photographer L. B. Jefferies (james Stewrt) is conined to
a wheelchair with his leg in a cast. A pair of binoculars, as well as he telephoto
lenses of his camera, allow him to swith between long shots of the back yard
onto which his window opens and close shots of individual apartments and their
residents. Two basic principles, according to the school of heory that considers
the cinema as window/rame, can be derived rom is situation: Jeferies'

seemingy privileged perspective as onlooker and (to a lesser degree) as listener,

and second, his distance rom the events. The ilm even provides an answer to
he question formulated in the introduion - wheher the im is outside or
inside in relation to the spectator: as long as Jefferies keeps his distanced role of
observer, the events cannot harm him. Not unil he - or, rather, his irlriend
Lisa Carol Fremont (Grace Kelly), insigated by him - ransgresses is thresh
old does the world "outside" pose a hreat to the one "inside". However, REAR
WINDOW does not resonate in ilm-theoreical space solely through its emphasis

on visibility and distance:
The tile REAR WINDOW, apart rom the literalness of its denotaion, evokes
the diverse "indows" of he cinema: the cinema/lens of camera and pro
jector, the indow in the projecion booth, the eye as window, nd ilm as
"window on the world. "2
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These and some other key aspects o f the irst ontological metaphor will be
examined and discussed in this chapter.
As we ll be arng, the concepts of ndow and rame share several unda
mental premises, but also exibit siicnt diferences. Let us st with the
similariies: irst of ll, the cinema as wndow and rame ofers special, ocular access
to an event (whether icional or not) - usually a rectangular view that accommo
dates the spectator's visual curiosity. Second, the (real) two-dimensional screen
ransforms in the act of loong into an (imaginary) hree-dimensional space which
seems to open up beyond the screen. nd, hird (real and metaphorical) distance
rom the events depicted in the m renders the act of looing safe for the specta
tor, sheltered as s/he is by the darness inside the auditorium. The spectator is
completely cut of rom the ilm events, so that s/he does not have to fear his/her
direct involvement in the acion (as in modem theater) nor does s/he feel any
moral obligaion to intervene (as in real life). n other words, the cinema as
ndow and rame - the irst of our seven modes f bein8 in the cinema/world) - is
ocula-specular (Le. condiioned by opical access), ransiive (one looks at some
hing) and disembodied (the spectator maintains a safe distance).
Even though both concepts meet in the compound "window rame", the
metaphors also suggest somewhat diferent qualiies: one looks throu8h a
window, but one looks at a frame. The notion of the window implies that one
loses sight of the raming rectangle as it denotes transparency, while the rame
highlights the content of the (opaque) surface and its consructed nature, effect
ively impling composition and ariciality. While the window directs the
viewer to someting behind or beyond itself - ideally, the separaing glass pane

Figure 1 . 1 REAR W I N DOW: s pace cropped and at a safe d i stance.
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completely vanishes in the act of looing - the rame draws attention both to
the status of the arrangement as arifact and to the image support itself: one only
has to k of classical picture rames and their opulence and onaments, their
conspicuousness and ostentatious display. On the one hand, the window as a
medium effaces itself completely and becomes invisible, and on the other, the
rame exhibits the medim in its material speciicity.
Both window and rame are well-established notions in ilm theory, yet
when seen in historical context, their differences become more pronounced.
Tradiionally, the rame corresponded to ilm theories called formalist or

structivist,

while the model of the window held sway in

realist ilm theories.

con
For

a long time, he disinction between constructivist (or formalist and formative)
and realist (or mimetic and phenomenological) theories was believed to be a
fundamental distinction. Siegried Kracauer's elaborated it in his
and as taken up and reined by Dudley Andrew in

Theoy f Film
The Major Film Theories, it has

proven to be widely inluenial. 3 In such a classiicatory scheme Bela Balazs,
Rudolf Arnheim and the Russian montage theorists stand on one side, con
trasted with Bazin and Kracauer on the other. The irst group focuses on the
alteration and manipulaion of ilic perception, distinct rom everyday per
ception by means such as montage, raming or the absence of color and lan
guage. The second group deines the essence of cinema in terms of its ability to
record and reproduce reality and its phenomena, including aspects which are
invisible to the naked human eye.
There exist, however, a series of links between these two seeingly opposed
poles. Both tendencies aim at enhancing the cultural value of cinema, i.e. to put

Figure 1.2 REAR WIN D OW: Jeffe r i e s as s p e ctato r.
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i t o n a par with h e established arts. The idea o f window and rame i s helpul in
tis respect because istOrically it answered to a felt inferioriy complex of ilm
vis-a-vis its older nd more established siblings - heater and paining - hat rely
upon he assmpion of a spectator distnced rom he object and scene. The
humanistic, Renaissance ideal of art appreciation - marked by individual immer
sion and contemplation of the work as opposed to the collecive and distracted
experience of early cinema - reqires distance and therefore raming. For con
strucivists as well as for realists, percepion is limited to the visual dimension,
he sense and data processing are hought of as ighly rational while the primary
goal is to consciously work through what is being perceived. In is respect
Balazs and Bazin, Eisenstein and Kracauer all concepualize he spectator-ilm
relationsip along similar lines, even though Kracauer and Eisenstein were sen
sitive to the "shock" value and somatic dimension of the ilm experience.4

A her fity between the metaphors of window and rme s been iden

ied by Chrles F. Alman: "hough he indow and rame metaphors apper
imericaly opposed, hey ally shre an assumpion of he screen's
undamental independence rom he processes of producion and consumpion."s
Boh models, rme and window, postlate he image as given and iew he
spectator as concenraing on how most ully to engage with he work and its
sructres, maing wholeness and (assumed) coherence the focus of he analysis.

f only by default, hey tend to overlook he potenially conradictory processes of

produion (be hey tecnolOgical or insituional) hat are also leavng races

on the ims; nor do hey ive due weight to the reedom but also consraints
wich diferences in human percepion, cltural condiionng and coiion brng
to he recepion of ilms. The spectator hus conceptualized is not only disembod
ied, but eists mostly for the beneit of he theory he or she is supposed to
exempliy.
The distinction between "open" and "closed" forms of cinema allows for
anoher perspective on he window/rame divide.6 Following Leo Braudy, 7 the
term "closed" refers to ilms in whih the universe depicted in he ilm (its
diegesis) closes in upon itself in he sense that it contains only elements wich
are necessary because intenally motivated: Georges MeWes' ilms, wih
experiment with cinematic techniques and trick shots while constantly refer
ring back to hemselves, belong in this category, as do the careully constructed
worlds of Fritz Lang, Alred Hitchcock and David Finher, in whih eveng
seems to have its predetermined place following the dictates of some invisible,
but omnipresent hand or elaborate master plan. Furhermore, whatever exists
"on-screen" stands in a relationship of mutual dependence but also tension wih
what lies outside the rame, creating a potent dynamic between on-screen and
of-screen space. By contrast, open ilms offer a segment, a snapshot, or a rag
ment rom a constantly lOwing nd evolving reality. The ilms of the Lumiere
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